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Streetscape Overview 
TAPCO’s full line Streetscape Division has provided all markets a full line product offering to dress up, visually improve 
and make the location safe for pedestrians and vehicles. 

Ranging from Luminaires to decoritive Pole Kits to custome signage TAPCO can be a one stop shop in redeveloping, 
revitalizing or redesigning your area.  Contact TAPCO for full consultations, more details and pricing.

Lighting Options 
For Municipal, Commercial and Residential applications TAPCO offers 
decorative luminaires to cosmetically and visually improve the area.  
Ranging from LED with our  economically effective Ring of Fire Lu-
minaire to the HPS look of our traditional, historic Harp Light TAPCO 
can fit almost any need with our various size, light and color options.  
Sold individually or complete with turn key pole kit.

◾ Milwaukee Harp Light 

◾ Ring of Fire LED Luminaire

Pole & Sign Top Decorative Finials
Add a distinctive accent to the posts in your neighborhood,  
downtown or development. Produced from sand-cast aluminum, 
TAPCO decorative finials are powder-coated gloss black for  
durability. Finials are sized for 2 3/8", 3" and 4" poles 

◾ Variety of style options (Acorn, Ball, Point, 
Pineapple, Fleur-de-lis)

◾ Custom colors are available 

*Other options such as LED bollards, Retrofit lights also avaliable 

Elegant Series Mounting L-Brackets 
Elegant series sign mounting brackets feature a high-strength  
Tensalloy aluminum, the strongest aluminum brackets in the  
industry! Designed to be banded to a post or pole. May also be 
drilled and bolted. Powder coated in 60% gloss black, call for custom 
colors. 

◾ Variety of styles available 
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V-Loc® Breakaway Anchor
The key to V-Loc is the patented locking wedge. When installed, 
the wedge keeps a pole securely in place. When a vehicle strikes the 
post, the locking wedge collapses and the post is released. Simple 
and secure with an easy installation. 
 

◾  NCHRP 350 approved breakaway anchor system

◾ Variety of application options 

◾ Guaranted reusable 

Decorative Signage 
Visibility is crucial to safety.  TAPCO uses 3M™ reflective sheeting on 
our signage to provide excellent visibility day and night and follow 
MUTCD guidelines. TAPCO can provide Street name, wayfinding, 
standard traffic signage or can customize your signs to fit your needs. 

◾ Custom shape and artwork available 

◾ Add neighborhood or organization logos to signs 

Pole & Post Top Sign Brackets 
Sign brackets are available in models to accommodate flat and 
extruded sign blades. Made from high-strength aluminum. Each 
bracket includes set of stainless steel allen set screws.

◾ Offered for both sqaure and round poles 

Smooth & Fluted Aluminum Poles
Our standard round poles have a gloss black powder-coat finish. 
Custom lengths and colors are available. For direct burial mounts 
be sure to add 3 feet or more to desired height, or use a V-Loc™ 
breakaway anchor. Heavier fixtures and softer soils require deeper 
pole burial depths. 

◾ Offered in a smooth or fluted aluminum option 

◾ Pole diameters to match with our luminaires,  
bases, brackets, and finials 

Aluminum Pole Bases 
High grade cast aluminum bases complement poles, sleeves, 
luminaires and other components of your decorative streetscape 
projects.

◾ Painted gloss black, optional colors available

◾ Choose base that matches diameter of the 
 fluted pole being used

SignBackers™ Panels & SignSurround™ Sign Frames 
TAPCO SignBackers add distinctive style along with rigidity and  
strength to your streetscape project. Accent your signs with 
TAPCO's decorative SignSurround Sign Frames

◾ Offered in various sign shapes 


